DMi Airport Report provides realtime insight in the
whereabouts of all your airport support activities.
To make sure the airport is accessible at any time,
we’ve created a system which allows you to respond
accurately to any situation that comes your way.
In quick and easy steps you’ll be able to plan your
vehicles and workers using the realtime information
about your work in progress. Airport Report gives
you a view of all the machines and inspections
on your map. Using colors it easily shows you the
realtime situation on the runway, its exits, your
aprons and so on.

This way you can control your airport support
activities as if you’re sitting next to the driver
yourself! Airport Report saves time and paperwork
and therefore money; by using the system you
create clear reports which help you in becoming
even better in what you do.

The modem on the machines precisely registers the
performed activities. Everything is being saved and sent to
the data center. And that’s where we come in: Data Mining
Innovators. Our intelligent software craftly combines all
information and creates a clear and complete overview,
presented via the (secured) Internet. It doesn’t get more
transparant than this!
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 ou’re always informed about the whereabouts
Y
and activities of your winterfleet (gritters,
spreaders and snow control), sweepers and
other vehicles.
You can easily respond to any critical situation.
You get clear and realtime insight in the used
and remaining levels of your de-icing materials,
salt and runway de-icers.
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 our proof of output is available online at
Y
any time.
You have a complete overview of all your
activities and work pending at the airport.
Last but not least: all your information is
stored in our secure data centers. You’ll only
have to focus on what you are good at:
Keeping the airport safe, clean and accessible!

DMi Airport Report
streamlines your workflow
and allows easy and
accurate accessibility of
all logistic data from your
airport support operations
to any PC connected with
the Internet.

Airport Report offers a complete solution for
planning and control of several airport support
services. We focus on online control (SAAS)
over your sweeping, mowing and winter vehicles
and also provide practical realtime monitoring
solutions. Our services will help you gather
reliable and accurate data to manage your critical
processes. All our services are supported by
WebGIS, GPS(EGNOS) and GPRS.
DMi Airport Report has been a spreader
management system for more than 10 years
and is being used at several airports in several
countries around Europe. Amsterdam Schiphol
Airport and Manchester Airport are amongst
our client group.
The only thing you need is a PC with an Internet
connection and you’re good to go. The program
can be accessed via the Internet, using a user ID
and a password. This way your data is secured.
Now you have access to all relevant realtime
spreader data and furthermore the system
provides you with excellent geographical and
other analysing tools. This way you can easily
optimize your airport support operations and
provide accurate reports.

DMi Airport Report can handle all
spreader and gritter brands in a
single system, as it is compliant with
all data protocols, including NEN
15430, DAU and producer-specific
data protocols. All data is obtained
live and direct from your winter fleet
by GPRS data connections.

Our solutions help you to monitor
all work done landside and airside.
Also, you will be completely
informed about:
 weeping work completed, including the
S
number of sweeping assignments for specific
areas in the last day, week, etc.
Ω Mowing work in the last week, month, etc.
Ω Exact time registration of cleaning of surfaces
(aprons, runways and other areas); management
information from the DMi system serves as
the basis for invoicing clients and
accountability (environmental reporting).
Ω Tracking and tracing of all vehicles included in
the system.
Ω DMi also provides you with detailed information
on all activities via all kinds of surveys and
graphs. All data can be downloaded for further
easily processing in Excel.
Ω
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If you would like to request more
information or a live demonstration
of possible solutions at your
airport, please do not hesitate to
contact us!

